
SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

BE APART OF THE FASTEST 

           GROWING SPORT IN THE WORLD



 Creating top level events for our fans and the ultimate stage for MMA fighters. 
Viewed in over 150 countries per event featuring VIP commentators 

such as UFC Welterweight Champion - Kamaru Usman, 
legendary MMA commentator - Jimmy Smith, UFC fighter - Charles Rosa, 
Fastest Knockout in combat sports history - Uly Diaz and many more.
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Lex McMahon, has made unprecedented achievements for MMA and its incredible professional 
fighters. He is known for creating meaningful opportunities for his athletes that raise overall 
brand profile, both within the world of MMA, as well as in mainstream consumer. Lex 
became a proud Marine serving in Mogadishu and Somalia, as he followed in his 
father’s footsteps, Marine Fighter Pilot, Iconic Television entertainer, Ed McMahon, 
widely known for his seat next to Johnny Carson on The Tonight Show for 34 years. 
He continues his service by curHe continues his service by currently being on the Board of Directors for A-Hero and 

The Sean Brock Foundation both organizations are 501(3)(c)non-profits focused on military 
veteran issues. In 2020 and at the age of 49, wanting to build awareness for his sport and his 
philanthropic veteran causes, Lex decided to fight for Titan himself, winning the fight 

by submission in 57 seconds. Lex’s philosophy in both his personal and business endeavors 
can be distilled down to two words: Unwavering Tenacity…

Jeff Aronson is the CEO of Titan FC, and Founder of Cash4Gold, the original 
online jewelry buyer. Additionally, Aronson is the marketing mastermind 

behind It’s a 10® Haircare and its related brands. He honed his ability to identify 
a brand’s potential early on in its founding and development,yielding notable 

business acumen throughout the years and across various roles. These roles include, 
early-stage investor, venture capital firm limited partner, and even angel investor for 
numenumerous record-breaking household name brands such as Airbnb, Twitter, Stripe, 
BuzzFeed, and Pinterest to name a few. A self-made entrepreneur, Aronson 

consistently takes brands and talent to the next level through his courageous creativity, 
innovative insights,and thorough expertise of consumer interests and niches.

 Aronson is married to Carolyn Aronson, the founder and CEO of It’s a 10® Haircare, 
which is one of the only female-owned professional hair care brands in the world.
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With Titan FC you know you’re
 sponsoring the best of the best
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OUR GLOBAL REACH

Titan FC is viewed in over 150 countries 



FEATURED ON



AWARDS

International MMA 
Promotion of the Year

2018
MMA Man of the Year

2018
International MMA 
Promotion of the Year

2019



20,500+

12,690+

24,000+

88,350+

EVERGREEN REPLAYS are continuously RE-BRANDING 
with every REPLAY, RE-SHARE and RE-POSTING.

26M+

8.1M+

27M+

11.2M+
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OUR SPONSORS
Fans love brands that sponsor the sport they love
MMA is the fastest growing sport in the world
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CONTACT

Pam McMahon

Maria Ruttle
Sponsorship@titanfighting.com

Sponsorship@titanfighting.com

310-279-2930

Lex McMahon
Lex@titanfighting.com
310-968-4733

602-902-1711


